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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

RELATED TO AMENDMENT NO. 82 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-58

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY. ET AL.

PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT. UNIT NO. 1

DOCKET NO. 50-440

1.0 INTRODUCTION

By letter dated January 16, 1996, The Cleveland Electric _ Illuminating Company i

(CEI or the licensee) requested changes to the Technical Specifications (TSs) '

for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1 (PNPP). By letter dated March 1,
1996, CEI after having been advised by the staff of the status of the
amendment review, supplemented their application by requesting that a subset |
of the request be implemented during the current refueling outage. The i

licensee transmitted revised TS pages to reflect this supplement to the
amendment application. The supplement revised the schedule for issuing the'

amendment and was not outside the scope of the original no significant hazards
'

determination.

The originally proposed changes would have revised the test frequency of the
drywell bypass leakage rate test (DBLRT) based on a performance-based
approach. DBLRT frequency would be extended from an 18-month interval to up
to once every 10 years. The frequency would be changed to once every 48
months following a test failure but could be reestablished at 10 years, if the
next test was successful. If two consecutive DBLRTs failed to meet the
acceptance criteria, a DBLRT must be performed at every refueling outage,
until two consecutive tests meet the acceptance criteria. This evaluation is,

based on the licensee's request to defer the DBLRT scheduled for the current
refueling outage (fifth) until the sixth refueling outage.

2.0 EVALUATION

The Mark III containment design at PNPP, incorporates the drywell/ pressure-
suppression features of previous BWR containment designs into a dry-
containment structure. The function of the drywell is to force steam
generated from a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) through the weir wall vents
into the suppression pool, so it can be condensed. Any steam that bypasses
the suppression pool and directly enters the dry containment structure has the
potential to rapidly increase the containment pressure. The pressure-
suppression capability of the suppression pool assures that the peak LOCA
temperature and pressure in the primary containment are kept below the design
limits. Since the structural integrity of the primary containment is largely
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i dependent on the drywell's ability to perfom its safety function, the total
drywell bypass leakage area must be monitored.

;

1

The effect of steam bypass of the suppression pool on primary containment !
integrity has been evaluated for a spectrum of break sizes.2 The limiting case i
results in a maximum allowable leakage path area of 1.68 ft . (Maximum leak
path areas are expressed in terms of A//k, where A is the flow area of leakage
and k ig the geometric and friction loss coefficient.) The value A//k of
1.68 ft corresponds to a bypass leakage rate of approximately 58,000 scfm at
2.5 psig.

Drywell preoperational test results indicated that the drywell was not
stressed as much as predicted and responded in the elastic stress range.
Additionally, no signs of distress or damage to either the concrete or liner
were detected. Normal operating pressure and subsequent DBLRTs are less
likely to initiate a leakage path or cause an existing path to grow. Regular.

'
visual inspections of the accessible drywell surfaces have been performed and
have not revealed abnormal cracking. Therefore, the NRC staff concurs that
adverse cracking of the drywell structure is not expected.

Seven DBLRTs have been successfully performed at PNPP. The results of these
tests are summarized below:

Previous Results of PNPP DBLRTs |

Test Date Leak Rate Design Limit Calculatgd
(scfm) (percent) A//k (ft )

9/85 passed * N/A N/A

8/87 124 0.2 0.003

7/89 123 0.2 0.003

12/90 797 1.4 0.023

5/92 253 0.4 0.007

6/94 2450 4.2 0.071

7/94 111 0.2 0.003

* Preoperational test; specific leak rate not recorded in test documents.

The drywell air purge system has a 24-inch supply isolation valve and a
36-inch exhaust isolation valve. TSs require that both of these valves be
closed during MODES 1, 2, and 3 and that they be verified to be in the closed
position at least once ever 31 days. Also, the valves are water sealed and
administrative 1y controlled with keylock switches in MODES 1, 2, and 3. The
requested change does not affect these controls.
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The TS controls for the drywell air lock also are not changed. The drywell
air lock will continue to be tested for leakage every refueling outage in
accordance with TS.

Nineteen flexible seals are installed in the annular space between the safety irelief valve discharge lines and the drywell wall. In the'unlikely event of
all of the seals failing catastpophically during the accident of igterest, the
resultant A//k would be 1.36 ft , below the design value of 1.68 ft . Also,
the remaining margin is greater than the 'eakage seen in the surveillances
performed to date.

Qualitative assessments will be performed at least once every operating cycle
in order to provide added assurance that the drywell has not seriously
degraded between the DBLRTs. This assessment will provide an indication of
the ability of the drywell to perform its design function by checking for
gross drywell leakage.

In summary, the licensee has provided justification to decrease the frequency
of performing DBLRTs. The performance of DBLRTs is expensive and adds to the
outage critical path. Past DBLRTs performed at pNPP have consistently
demonstrated margins of two orders of magnitude. The potential bypass leak
paths of most concern, have been addressed by the licensee and reasonable
assurance has been provided to prevent them from becoming significant
contributors to bypass leakage paths.

The NRC staff has concluded that a technical basis exists to defer the
performance of DBLRT until the next refueling outage. This conclusion is
based upon the fact that (1) all previous DBLRT tests have been successful,
(2) all previous DBLRT test results have had significant margins against
acceptance criteria, (3) there is no discernable negative trend in test
results, and (4) a qualitative assessment will be performed during the
operating cycle. However, the staff has not yet been able to conclude that
the licensee's original proposal for a 10-year interval is appropriate.

Based on the information described above, the staff concludes that sufficient
technical basis exists, particularly the previously good leakage performance
of the PNPP drywell, to permit the licensee to forego performance of the DBLRT
during the fifth refueling outage begun in January 1996, until the sixth
refueling outage while evaluation of the proposal to defer the tests to a 10-
year interval continues. Therefore, the staff finds the amended request to
defer performing the DBLRT during the current refueling outage acceptable.
The staff is continuing its review of the remainder of the amendment request
for a 10-year interval for performing DBLRTs.

3.0 1181J CONSULTATION

In accordance with the Commission's regulations, the Ohio State official was
notified of the proposed issuance of the amendment. The State official had no
comments.
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4.0 i & IRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

This amendment involves a change to a requirement with respect to the
in'itallation or use of a facility component located within the restricted area
as defined in 10 CFR Part 20 or a change to a surveillance requirement. The
staff has determined that the amendment involves no significant increase in ;
the amounts, and no significant change in the types, of any effluent that may '

be released offsite and that there is no significant increase in indlyidual or
cumulative occupational radiation exposure. The Commission has previously.
issued a proposed finding that this amendment involves no significant hazards
consideration and there has been no public comment on such finding
(61 FR 3951). Accordingly, this amendment meets the eligibility criteria for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFR

be prepa) red in connection with the issuance of this amendment.51.22(b , no environmental impact statement or environmental assessment need

5.0 CONCLUSION

The staff has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public
will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) such
activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations,
and (3) the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Principal Contributor: J. Hopkins

Date: March 8,1996
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